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More Than a Dream 1900
catherine stanhope came from a privileged background in victorian england but instead of desiring to
make a good marriage she was determined to be a nurse to follow in the footsteps of florence nightingale
her dream took her to the battlefields of the crimean war where she met and was challenged by dr
michael soames first of the angels of mercy trilogy historical romance by martha schroeder originally
published by zebra

More Than a Dream 2014-03-15
dreams are precious gifts they are windows to your innermost self and through them you can learn more
about your subconscious feelings increase your self awareness access your creativity and be guided by
your inner wisdom this dream journal helps you record your dreams and guides you in interpreting their
significance with the help of prompting questions and checkboxes filled with information about common
dream symbols and plenty of room for journalers to write and draw out their dreams dreamer s journal is
a timeless keepsake for those who want to analyze their dreams opening with a short introduction to the
science of sleep and dreaming the journal then features a list of prompts to think about as you record
your dreams in the pages that follow complete with a dream dictionary organized by theme think animals
places occupations etc 100 pages of high quality paper 50 sheets it can be used as a journal notebook or
just a composition book 6 x 9 paperback notebook soft matte cover perfect for gel pen ink or pencils
great size to carry everywhere in your bag for work high school college it will make a great gift for any
special occasion

Dreams are More Real Than Reality Itself, They're Closer to
the Self 2019-11-12
book 3 of return to red river by bestselling author lauraine snelling thorliff s goal of becoming a writer is
within reach working for a newspaper in northfield minnesota he is busy writing articles and stories for
the minneapolis tribune and harper s magazine but his idyllic world comes to a sudden halt when an
epidemic hits the town of blessing north dakota following the red river flood of 1897 thorliff returns home
to help family and friends recover from the aftermath of the disasters and rebuild their town a
captivating and heartwarming tale of aspiration struggle love and triumph

How We Master Our Fate 1897
better than a dream is a portrayal of a woman s journey through the ages the tragic tale of one of ireland
s most famous celtic heroines is woven into the plight of a modern day dee daniels who is haunted by a
repetitive dream as she deals with burnout and conflict amid a great yearning to start a new life in
switzerland long long ago in old ireland a beautiful baby girl was born called deirdre and it was foretold
that her beauty would cause the downfall of all ulster and so the king of ulster proclaimed that she would
be reared in isolation where no man would ever lay eyes on her this is the tragic love story of deirdre and
naoise from celtic folklore and is adapted by the author to pose the question can the fulfilment of destiny
be carried forward from one life to the next dee daniels is a chemical buyer working for globeco
pharmaceuticals in ireland and yearns to relocate to the company headquarters in switzerland jack
cunningham her manipulative manager is fearful of such aspirations as the company embarks on a major
transformation as tumultuous events evolve dee is haunted by a repetitive dream that has her battling
with paralyzing fear and anger and it s as if life is taking her through a cycle she must break meanwhile
noah jacobs a high flying business consultant relocates from canada to basel to see the company
transform its operations through the dreaded patent cliff the two worlds of dee daniels and noah jacobs
seem to run in parallel almost coming together but just not quite as events continue to unfold dee
remains steadfast and unwavering in her longing for a new life and it s as if the swiss city holds a
magnetism she is powerless to resist can dee find her way to the great love that awaits her

More Than a Dream (Return to Red River Book #3) 2003-03-01
an in depth study of samuel beckett s first published book of fiction

More Than a Dream 1992
within each one of us is the potential and power to change the future of the world many a time this
power is lost because of the trials and the tribulations that life throws at us but there is hope in jesus and
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this book will take you on a journey to establish a relationship with god the same god that fashioned you
in his own image and to build you up in his most holy faith all accomplished through the death and
resurrection of his son jesus join us in this journey to discover the life that god has planned for you every
page leads you on a path that will draw you closer to god a path that will help you overcome real enemy
that each one of us face each and every day and a path that will strengthen you and encourage you to
seek a life that brings peace joy and comfort to your life

Better Than a Dream 2019-04-12
soldier mortals would not survive if they were not blessed with the gift of imagination and the pictures of
hope wrote confederate private henry graves in the trenches outside petersburg virginia the second
angel of mercy is the night dream providing fresh perspective on the human side of the civil war this
book explores the dreams and imaginings of those who fought it as recorded in their letters journals and
memoirs sometimes published as poems or songs or printed in newspapers these rarely acknowledged
writings reflect the personalities and experiences of their authors some expressions of fear pain loss
homesickness and disappointment are related with grim fatalism some with glimpses of humor

Samuel Beckett's 'More Pricks Than Kicks' 2011-07-21
ever have a hard time knowing what your dreams are and going after them being paralyzed by not
realizing your dreams or not knowing how to go after them is no joke living a reality better than your
dreams helps you realize what your dreams are how to go about achieving your dreams and getting over
your fears with exercises at the end of almost every chapter this book will take you from realizing your
dreams to what to do when youre accomplishing your dreams so what are you waiting for its time to start
living a reality better than your dreams

More Than Conquerors 2012-04-16
harper s informs a diverse body of readers of cultural business political literary and scientific affairs

More Than a Wish 2004
becoming a follower of jesus is not a comfortable journey it s about taking risks and fully surrendering
our lives to his will this book written by a young passionate author is a challenging call to do just that to
respond to christ with our whole hearts and nothing less the author simon guillebaud writes i so long to
be used to awaken a passion in people s hearts for radical living we are all just ordinary people with the
potential to do extraordinary things because we have an extraordinary god i want to be fearless bold
uncompromising and passionate in reaching out on behalf of the king of kings i never want to get over
the grace of god

The Home Voices Speak Louder Than the Drums 2017-05-15
only 6 99 perfect journal diary notebook amazing design and high quality cover and paper matte cover
perfect size 6x9 no spiral use it as a journal note taking composition notebook makes a great gift

Living a Reality Better Than Your Dreams 2016-10-28
here in lies the trials and tribulations of a tortured soul the ups and downs and resiliency through it all
every poem holds truth and its dynamic complexity in a simple way for the simple minded to understand
love and hate are both present but the former is painfully prevalent throughout these works this artistic
journey will take you through the innocence of youth and spiritual growth to erotic emotions and radical
views some lines are vulgar and others virtuous still sincere no less

Harper's New Monthly Magazine 1894
rabbi menachem mendel schneerson was the charismatic leader of the chabad hasidic movement and its
designated messiah yet when he died in 1994 the messianic fervor he inspired did not subside through
traditional means and digital technologies a group of radical hasidim the meshichistim still keep the
rebbe palpably close engaging in ongoing dialogue participating in specific rituals and developing an ever
expanding visual culture of portraits and videos with us more than ever focuses on this group to explore
how religious practice can sustain the belief that a messianic figure is both present and accessible yoram
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bilu documents a unique religious experience that is distinctly modern the rallying point of the
meshichistim that the rebbe is with us more than ever is sustained through an elaborate system that
creates the sense of his constant and pervasive presence in the lives of his followers the virtual rebbe
that emerges is multiple visible accessible and highly decentralized the epicenter of a truly messianic
movement in the twenty first century combining ethnographic fieldwork and cognitive science with
nuanced analysis bilu documents the birth and development of a new religious faith describing the
emergence of new spiritual horizons a process common to various religious movements old and new

More Than Conquerors 2010-02-19
for the last two centuries western philosophy has developed in the shadow of hegel an influence each
new thinker struggles to escape as a consequence hegel s absolute idealism has become the bogeyman
of philosophy obscuring the fact that he is the defining philosopher of the historical transition to
modernity a period with which our own times share startling similarities today as global capitalism comes
apart at the seams we are entering a new period of transition in less than nothing the product of a career
long focus on the part of its author slavoj zizek argues it is imperative we not simply return to hegel but
that we repeat and exceed his triumphs overcoming his limitations by being even more hegelian than the
master himself such an approach not only enables zizek to diagnose our present condition but also to
engage in a critical dialogue with the key strands of contemporary thought heidegger badiou speculative
realism quantum physics and cognitive sciences modernity will begin and end with hegel

Dream Higher Than the Sky & Deeper Than the Ocean
2019-04-11
in the book more than meets the eye a journey into the mysteries of psychic phenomena i invite the
reader to join me in a fascinating trip to the field known as parapsychology parapsychology or psi
phenomena are psychic events which do not lend themselves to regular explanation based on evidence
provided by the senses they are said to be extrasensory these phenomena are telepathy clairvoyance
psychokinesis and precognition our communication is based ordinarily on hearing or reading the others
words but in telepathic communication we are said to know the others thoughts directly without the
mediation of the senses in clairvoyance known also as remote viewing we are said to see remote places
without using the eyes in psychokinesis we are said to be able to bend push or break objects without
touching them and in precognition we have direct glimpses of the future are telepathy clairvoyance and
other kinds of psychic phenomena real or are they figments of an overly active imagination and what
about phenomena such as out of body experiences apparitions of dead people and reincarnation are such
phenomena real on the basis of my own experience of the experiences of people i had interviewed and of
information i had gleaned from books by credible authors i reach certain interesting conclusions which i
share with the reader

DEEPER THAN RHYMES 2009-06-20
i would follow this man anywhere elizabeth gilbert author of eat pray love the 1 new york times
bestselling author of the book of awakening and regular oprah guest mark nepo presents an empowering
guide to the power of community and why it s essential in our lives now more than ever he investigates
what brings us together and what throws us apart he considers what we have in common as well as what
makes us unique he gathers stories and lessons from across cultures and history to show that despite the
hardships we face we have the power to create connections and draw strength from one another
featuring thought provoking analysis and practical takeaways more together than alone will help us
inhabit a stronger sense of togetherness in our lives to achieve our highest potential as individuals and
as communities

With Us More Than Ever 2020-07-21
living more than ok spiraling up to abundant living do you merely exist through each day do you ask
yourself is this all there is to life then you are just living ok and that is not the way your life is meant to
be living more than ok spiraling up to abundant living takes you on a reflective journey on aspects of
positive psychology and other related concepts to help you to move beyond going through the motions to
thriving with purpose and enjoying life to the full topics that will be considered are tapping into your
creativity dream big and reach your goals follow your purpose with passion aim for natural highs
thankfulness as a lifestyle take the risk today to begin living more than ok you were created to live a life
that is flourishing and abundant make the right choice to begin living more than ok
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Less Than Nothing 2013-09-10
the definitive guide to uncovering the secret meanings of your dreams with more than 25 000 entries
covered to interpret your subconscious messages with more than 25 000 entries ryan covers every
dream symbol and message imaginable from sex and love to lucid dreaming nightmares and intuitive
and premonition dreams ryan explains how dreams are sending messages about your past present and
future that can help you in your waking hours readers learn what these dream messages say about love
success numbers and money now you can look up every dream you ever had and easily find out exactly
what the secret dream language is telling you from the ultimate dictionary of dream language playful dog
do whatever is necessary to cater to the people you love let them know how much you love them do not
erect barriers or limit the time you spend with them do not become a parent to your mate or anyone else
figure skating within three days you will be walking a thin line this will make it very easy for someone to
steer you in the wrong direction jacknife within two weeks you will receive a gift of greater mental
inventiveness from the gods rooster this is a very lucky symbol if the rooster is crowing you will be
victorious in those areas of your life you feel you will not succeed in

More Than Meets the Eye 2011-04-12
somewhere at this very moment a woman s caring and commitment is changing a life in her community
and changing the world three of these exceptional women have been selected as recipients of harlequin
s more than words award and three bestselling authors have kindly offered their creativity to write
original short stories inspired by these real life heroines we hope these stories of courage will touch your
heart and inspire the heroine living inside you

More Together Than Alone 2018-07-19
blending together personal stories compelling anecdotes and client readings the star of tlc s long island
medium shares her world and her gift of communicating with those who have crossed over to the other
side

Living More Than Ok 2013-10-25
more than just making it is your invitation to reimagine what the good life can be join erin odom a mom
thrown into low income living to learn how to overcome your circumstances find creative ways to earn
and save and reset your heart and budget according to god s designs when you re trapped in a cycle of
financial frustration and you feel like you ve tried everything only to end up with more month than money
yet again more than just making it is your promise and pathway to thriving again take it from someone
who s been there erin odom grew up in the private schools and neatly manicured lawns of upper middle
class america but was thrown into low income living during the economic crash she was a stay at home
mom her husband was supporting the family on a teacher s salary and even though they had no debt to
their name they were scrambling to make ends meet suddenly erin found herself standing in line for food
stamps turning down play dates because she couldn t afford the gas and ultimately walking into
bankruptcy court in the eighth month of her third pregnancy more than just making it tells the story of
their breaking point as well as the triumph of their comeback it took hard work creativity and faith in god
s provision to reset their bank account as well as their hearts but ultimately they found a new way to
thrive and freedom from financial anxiety you can do the same learn how erin and her family saved
enough money to put 30 000 down on a home buy a minivan in cash and begin sending their daughter to
private christian school more than just making it will encourage you to rise above your circumstances
empower you with money saving tips and reimagine the good life as god designed it outside the myth of
the american dream

The Ultimate Dictionary of Dream Language 2013-09-01
examines the way that amish parents raise their children arguing for the group s basic parenting
principles in order to produce happy well adjusted children

More Than Words: Stories Of Courage 2012-09-17
are you longing to make a difference a season of soul searching walks along discovery beach in seattle
revealed a secret far too many women never find in this heartfelt book leslie parrott reveals a personal
message sure to keep you from looking at the pieces of your life as mere fragments scattered to and fro
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by any impulsive tide rather you will soon see that the random fragments of your life whether it s doing
laundry dashing to the store tending to either your kids or a full time job or both mean something the
random pieces of your life hold great potential for making a profound difference with the help of her band
of sisters leslie shows you how to take the improvised moments of your own life and create a worthy
composition of more value than you imagined you re already making a difference and the more you
understand this difference the bigger that difference will be whether you are married or single restless or
content wounded or strong this book designed for every woman who longs to be more than part of the
mainstream is for you

There's More to Life Than This 2013-10
a teenager is accused of his own mother s murder in the new york times bestselling author s ya
paranormal thriller an engrossing page turner kirkus thomas bellweather hasn t been in town for long just
long enough for his newlywed mother to be murdered and for his new stepdad s cop colleagues to decide
thomas is the primary suspect not that there s any evidence but before thomas got to the small town of
garrett mills there had just been one other murder in twenty years the only person who believes him is
charlotte rooker little sister to three cops and with her soft hands and sweet curves straight up
dangerous to thomas her friend was the other murder victim and she s ready to stop at nothing to find
out what happened but the the answers she s after could get them both killed and reveal a truth thomas
would die to keep hidden praise for brigid kemmerer and the elemental series magic suspense and
enough twists to keep you reading until sunrise award winning author erica o rourke a refreshingly
human paranormal romance read fast and keep that heart rate up kirkus reviewson storm

More Than Just Making It 2017-09-05
when luisa igloria cites epictetus as soon as a thing has been seen it is carried away and another comes
in its place she introduces the crowded and contradictory world her poems portray a realm of transience
yes where the vulnerable come to harm and everything disappears but also a scene of tremendous
unpredictable bounty the gloriously hued density this poet loves to detail i was raised to believe not only
the beautiful can live on parnassus she tells us and she makes it true by including in the cyclonic swirl of
her poems practically everything a gorgeous troubling over brimming universe mark doty judge for the
2014 swenson award the may swenson poetry award an annual competition named for may swenson
honors her as one of america s most provocative and vital writers during her long career swenson was
loved and praised by writers from virtually every school of american poetry she left a legacy of fifty years
of writing when she died in 1989 she is buried in logan utah her hometown

More Than Happy 2016-05-10
this book is a three part journey into the rabbit hole we call the nature of reality its ultimate destination is
a plausible living validation of transcendence each of its three parts is like a turn of a spiral exploring
recurring ideas through the prisms of religious myth truth and belief respectively with each turn the book
seeks to convey a more nuanced and complete understanding of the many facets of transcendence part i
puts forward the controversial notion that many religious myths are actually true and not just
allegorically so part ii argues that our own inner storytelling plays a surprising role in creating the
seeming concreteness of things and the tangibility of history part iii suggests in the form of a myth how
deeply ingrained belief systems create the world we live in the three themes myth truth and belief flow
into and interpenetrate each other throughout the book

LIFE IS Bigger than the Gods 2009-05-26
in this collection leading scholars in both film studies and israeli studies show that beyond representing
familiar historical accounts or striving to offer a more complete and accurate depiction of the past israeli
cinema has innovatively used trauma and memory to offer insights about israeli society and to engage
with cinematic experimentation and invention tracing a long line of films from the 1940s up to the 2000s
the contributors use close readings of these films not only to reconstruct the past but also to actively
engage with it addressing both high profile and lesser known fiction and non fiction israeli films deeper
than oblivion underlines the unique aesthetic choices many of these films make in their attempt to
confront the difficulties perhaps even impossibility of representing trauma by looking at recent and
classic examples of israeli films that turn to memory and trauma this book addresses the pressing issues
and disputes in the field today
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You Matter More Than You Think 2015-12-29
the development of the energy concept in western physics and its subsequent effect on the emergence
of neoclassical economics are traced to reveal how economics has sought to emulate physics especially
with regard to the theory of value

Thicker Than Water 2014-09-15
what if you could not only travel any location in the world but to any possible world we can all imagine
such other worlds be they worlds just slightly different than our own or worlds full of magic and wonder
but it is only in fiction that we can travel to them from the wizard of oz to the dark tower from philip
pullman s the golden compass to c s lewis s the chronicles of narnia there is a rich tradition of this kind of
fiction but never before have the best parallel world stories and portal fantasies been collected in a single
volume until now

Ode to the Heart Smaller than a Pencil Eraser 2016-04-29
i have a friend that sticks closer than a brother and his name is jesus solomon spoke a word in proverbs
17 17 saying a friend loves at all times talking about a friend that sticks closer than a brother and a
friend that loves at all times i had biological brothers and sisters but none of them were in my life i was
the only one out of eight that was not in the home with them on september 25 1975 when i found my
way to the cross jesus told me i will never leave you nor will i forsake you i m going to be with always on
june 19 2021 i was at my church that saturday morning crying and praying i felt so all alone i was under
such heavy burdens i felt like what the prophet isaiah said when the enemy shall come in like a flood as i
was crying talking to the lord telling him i feel so all alone i don t have anybody i heard jesus say unto me
i am your friend that sticks closer than a brother jesus told me begin writing the book and title it i have a
friend that sticks closer than a brother his name is jesus

More Than Allegory 2013-06-06
on the basis of the biblical phrase visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children to the third and
fourth generation the author traces family mess or generational bondage in the family of abraham to the
fourth generation as the father of israel and of the christian faith abraham provides an excellent example
for us to examine his family mess in order to help us conquer our own god is greater than family mess
will help you understand how god worked through the difficult circumstances of old testament characters
to give them a destiny understand the impact of dysfunction in your family of origin look at dysfunction
and co dependency from a biblical perspective identify your own family mess understand that god is
greater than your upbringing pursue your hopes dreams expectations and destiny in the holy spirit god
worked in the midst of abraham s family problems to give the promise of a brighter future he gave
abraham and his posterity a destiny that overcame their outward limitations praise god that he does the
same thing for us the spiritual children of abraham

Deeper than Oblivion 1991-11-29
from bestselling author and beloved teacher lama surya das comes a thorough engaging and user
friendly guide to the teachings of buddhism lama surya das is one of the most well regarded buddhist
teachers and scholars in america today his books have sold hundreds of thousands of copies and his
seminars and retreats are continually in demand in part it is his straightforward accessible and humorous
approach that audiences react so strongly to and in the mind is mightier than the sword surya brings that
unique approach to a comprehensive guide to the most essential buddhist teachings for beginners and
experienced practitioners alike lama surya das outlines his six building blocks of spiritual practice and
offers insight and advice not only on how to find and develop a spiritual center but how to integrate it
into your daily life from daily meditation and yoga to creative work journaling volunteering in your
community and finding teachers in unexpected places buddhist practice can and should be part of
everything you do the mind is mightier than the sword is a practical guide to using the teachings of
buddhism to live a happier healthier more enlightened life

More Heat Than Light 2012-06-26
given the imperfections of our society and the apparent downward spiral of spiritual and moral values
seen in recent years loving caring and respecting someone has almost become a thing of the past indeed
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these once natural emotions and reactions to one another seem to have diminished so rapidly that even
finding true loyal friends acquaintances and family members who support and encourage you and who
partake in your successes can be difficult perhaps i am too critical when i say this but maybe its because
it is this context in which i consider the following true story of a man who felt significant pain and reflects
the context in which i have endured my own pain over time this book has been difficult for me to write
there are sections where i will be explaining certain things to you the reader about my very own thoughts
and feelings regarding the hurtful insinuations and malicious gossip certain people have spread around
about me to try and discredit me and bring about my downfall you will find that i havent mentioned any
real names or named places of where events have taken place instead i have gathered together
information on the situations i have endured and of those that apply to the story provided here that of a
man who felt immense pain how deeply we who love the lord god desire to follow him and draw strength
from him in order to gain power to surmount all the difficulties and test and conflicts in life in the same
exultant and triumphant way that he had previously displayed to learn the secret of victorious living has
been the hearts desire of those who love the lord god in every generation we who follow god all strive to
help victims find hope and victory here on this earth and during this life we hope that through our input
they will be able to always react to evil tribulation sorrow pain and every negative situation that they
experience in such a way that allows them to transform their emotions into something positive and that
they too seek to praise god forever

Other Worlds Than These 2022-08-22
expanding upon one of his high level foundational teachings strategic coach co founder dan sullivan
explains why achieving 10x growth is easier than going for 2x growth dan sullivan the world s leading
coach for highly successful entrepreneurs wants you to know that achieving 10x growth is exponentially
easier than striving for 2x growth most find this idea confusing at first because simply imagining 10x
growth causes them to think they need to do 10x more work to achieve it however being a 10x
entrepreneur is nothing like what most people think 10x is not the outcome it s a counterintuitive process
you can apply every time you want exponential growth in your life and business to make 10x possible
you must focus on expanding what dan defines as your four most important freedoms time money
relationship and purpose as your time becomes 10x more valuable you increasingly multiply the money
you earn both in terms of amount and profitable satisfaction as money becomes a tool you can
increasingly access with greater ease you will engage with a growing number of other freedom motivated
individuals as both your professional and personal life fills up with 10x more unique and collaborative
relationships you will realize that your most powerful purposes in all areas become 10x more lasting and
positive for everyone involved you will be impressed by what your life has become and the meaning and
impact you re having 10x is fundamentally about quality vs quantity and the quality of your freedoms
determines the results you achieve

I Have a Friend that Sticks Closer than a Brother, His Name is
Jesus 2010-01-07
if christians understood that jesus promised so much more than forgiveness of sin in our lives the world
would be turned upside down where are the people of god who grow up to maturity in christ where are
those who are prepared to forsake all and make the gamble to follow him where are those who make it
their goal to hear the father say well done good and faithful servant god has called you to be more than a
conqueror in this life and the next in more than a conqueror five pathways to personal revival author ty
tamasaka shares how you can not only conquer the enemy but be more than a conqueror you will
discover how to ignite a vibrant relationship with god and awaken a deeper faith within no matter where
you are in your walk with god if taken to heart the information found in more than a conqueror five
pathways to personal revival will spark a revival within you youll be on your way to the life god wants you
to live

God Is Greater Than Family Mess 2009-08-25

The Mind Is Mightier Than the Sword 2012-06-07
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Standing in Pain – Stronger Than Before 2023-05-09

10x Is Easier Than 2x 2015-05-13

More Than a Conqueror
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